We are delighted to join forces with Science Fiction Foundation yet again for a day of
celebration.
Our mini convention is open to the public and free to attend and will feature panels and
interviews with special guests.
SFF’s special guest is the extremely knowledgeable Rob Hansen, author of Then, a study of
science fiction fandom in the UK from 1930-1980.
BSFA’s special guest is Emma Newman, the amazing author of science fiction and urban fantasy
whose novels include the Split Worlds series, Planetfall, After Atlas (which was nominated for
the Arthur C. Clarke Award) and Before Mars.
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Also joining us will be Peter Newman, author of the Vagrant series, of which The Vagrant won
the David Gemmell Morningstar Award for best debut in 2016.
Together of course, Emma Newman and Peter Newman have won a Hugo for best Fancast for
their divine Tea and Jeopardy podcast.
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Please note the changed time for the event this Saturday. The venue is not open until 11.
This is due to a mix-up at the venue and available staffing, for which we apologise. Early arrivers
who wish for somewhere to congregate may wish to avail themselves of one of the nearby cafes.
We suggest Caffè Nero, 186 Clapham High St, which is approximately 8 minutes’ walk away.
AGM time for SFF remains unchanged at 12 noon. For BSFA we will be running our AGM at
1.30 to give attendees of both AGMS a chance to grab a break.

11.00am: doors open
11.10 Introductions, BSFA GoHs (Emma and Peter Newman interviewed by Donna Scott)
12 noon: SFF AGM
[lunch break]
1.30pm: BSFA AGM
2.45 pm: SFF panel (The Work of Ursula K Le Guin - Sarah Brown (m), Paul March-Russell,
Una McCormack, Graham Sleight)
3.30 pm SFF GoH (Rob Hansen interviewed by Andy Sawyer)
4.20 break
4.30pm: BSFA panel (The future of fandom – the next 60 years – Donna Scott (m), Allen Stroud,
Graham Sleight, F.D. Lee)
5.30pm: Close
Venue: the Bread and Roses Theatre. 68 Clapham Manor Street, Clapham SW4 6DZ, London
Nearest Train: Clapham High street, Tube, Clapham North Underground

